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Acute liver failure (ALF) is a rapidly progressing and 
life-threatening issue with no established methods of 
treatment. The primary goal for the team is to design an 
extracorporeal device able to fully support essential liver 
functions for the University of Georgia’s College of 
Engineering. 

The team researched and evaluated several bioreactors and 
design concepts. Before deciding our prototype, we had to 
establish what criteria we needed our design to meet. Following 
the determination of criteria, a Decision Functional Diagram was 
created to evaluate each potential device. Ultimately, the team 
decided that a packed bed reactor with an oxygenator best fulfills 
the design objectives.  

In order to adequately represent the capabilities of the device, a mass balance of all components 
entering and exiting the device were evaluated. Oxygen concentration rates were modeled by a 
differential equation, and using POLYMATH, a concentration gradient was generated. It was 
determined that an oxygenator would be required due to insufficient levels of oxygen within the 
blood inlet flow. 

Our prototype Packed Bed Reactor (PBR) contains primary porcine 
hepatocyte cells immobilized on a reticulated PVF resin.  There are 5 inlet 
ports and one outlet port for the blood to flow through.  The inlet blood 
ports are equally spaced out to allow for maximum perfusion of the blood 
through the resin.  The outer casing is made with 20 gauge stainless steel 
with 56 silicon-capped oxygen ports along its length.  These silicon caps 
allow for oxygen to diffuse into the reactor without causing the same shear 
stress that bubbling would.  Oxygen sensors at the inlet and outlet of the 
device will continuously monitor DO% across the device. The main purpose 
of the device is to detoxify the blood by converting ammonia into urea and 
removing bilirubin via bile.  This detoxification by the hepatocytes will keep 
acute liver failure patients alive.

To further evaluate the efficacy of the novel concept design, extensive clinical trials and 
research are necessary before the device reaches the market. 


